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M I N I - C O U R S E

THE STORY
OF

SCRIPTURE
How to read and understand the

Bible for all it teaches. 

N A T A L I A D R U M M . C O M



INSTRUCTOR
YOUR BIBLE STUDY 

NATALIA DRUMM 

I’m so excited you're here and diving into God’s Word with us. I’m
Natalia, a graduate of Dallas Theological Seminary. 

God’s Word radically changed my life, and it’s my mission and joy to
encourage you to be a student of God’s Word as I equip you to

study Scripture with confidence and clarity. Which is why I made
this mini course for you. 
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WHAT WE
PROMISE IN

THIS COURSE
There is one grand story in Scripture, which
matters as you read each and every
individual story. In this course we will walk
through how to read the Bible, as well as the
great story God is telling through the Bible.
At the end of this course you will understand
the meta-narrative (big picture) of Scripture
as well as how to read the individual
passages of Scripture. 

G I R L F R I E N D ’ S  I N  T H E  W O R D ™
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HOW TO READ THE BIBLE
My simple 4 step process on how to read Scripture
so it’s not so scary. 

STUCTURE & STYLE 
What is the breakdown and structure of the Bible 

THE PENTATEUCH
The foundation and focus of the Bible. 

HISTORY BOOKS
Not your average history lesson, this video breaks
apart all the juicy drama of the Bible and how God
uses humanity to unfold His story. 

WISDOM BOOKS 
How do we have relationships with one another and
with God? In this video we unpack the wisdom
needed for everyday living. 
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STORY OF SCRIPTURE
GIRLFRIENDS IN THE WORD™
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THE PROPHETS
Why all the doom and gloom? In this video we
unpack the purpose and message of the prophets.

THE GOSPELS 
Good news for all people...the King has come. In
this video we see the life and work of Jesus. 

HISTORY 
All the King’s men moving the King’s message
around His world. 

THE LETTERS 
How do the King’s people manage the King’s
business?

PROPEHCY
What happens when the King returns for His
kingdom
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STORY OF SCRIPTURE
GIRLFRIENDS IN THE WORD™
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HIS STORY, 
OUR RESPONSE

GIRLFRIENDS IN THE WORD™

Every good story starts with a
beginning, is ingulfed with a conflict
and finally finds its resolution.
Scripture is no different. As we
unpack the story of Scripture we see
that all 66 individual books play into
the one grand story of God’s love
and His redemptive plan for the  
humanity He created. 

While the Bible tells one story, it
includes 66 books with over 40
authors collected over 1500 years.
And yet it is cohesive and intentional
in the story it tells. 
You and I have a part in this story,
the question is: will we learn the
story and will we choose to engage
in the story ourselves. 



Disregard the study of God,
and you sentence yourself

to stumble and blunder
through life blindfolded, as

it were, with no sense of
direction and no

understanding of what
surrounds you.

-

J.I. Packer

"
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_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO ONE: 

Use this page to write a recap for each video you watch so it will help you
remember the main content. 

VIDEO RECAP
GIRLFRIENDS IN THE WORD™
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_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO TWO: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO THREE: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO FOUR: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO FIVE : 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO SIX: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO SEVEN: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO EIGHT: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO NINE: 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

VIDEO TEN : 



YOUR PART IN THE STORY...
God’s creation-redemption narrative in Scripture, told over
thousands of years with 66 books and 40 authors is a story for
the ages. But it’s not just a story for entertainment, it’s a story
meant for transformation. Now that you know the story, you
have to decide: What is my part in God’s story? Will I engage
with God? Will I submit my life to Jesus as the Messiah who was
promised and who came to sacrifice Himself atonement for my
sin problem? Will I serve the King as I wait for Him to bring into
completion His Kingdom, or will I serve the enemy and continue
trying to solve sin with myself? 
The choice is yours. I pray you choose serving the King of Kings. 

THE CHALLENGE
FOR YOU:

STORY OF SCRIPTURE MINI-COURSE
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1

2 Structure of Scripture 

3 The Pentateuch 

4 Theological History 

5 Wisdom Literature 

6 Prophets 

7 Gospels 

8 History  

How to Read the Bible 

VIEWED

CHECK IT OFF!
STORY OF SCRIPTURE MINI-COURSE 
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9 Letters 

10 Prophecy



BOOK LINK

MORE INFO

MORE INFO

Want to learn the tips and tricks on how to
effective read God’s Words, this is the book for
you! Written in a conversational tone, this book
guides you through how to read the Bible. 

HOW TO READ THE BIBLE LIKE A
SEMINARY PROFESSOR 

Looking for more detail about the story of
Scripture? This is a great resource on the grand
story of Scripture. 

THE WHOLE BIBLE STORY 

This systematic walk through each segment of
Scripture is a great reference book for anyone
wanting to learn and study on a deeper level 

LIVING GOD’S WORD 

RESOURCE
LIBRARY

STORY OF SCRIPTURE MINI COURSE 
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https://a.co/d/2uAnJeV


L E A R N  M O R E

S T O R Y  O F  S C R I P T U R E  

Just because you finished this mini-course doesn’t mean the goodness
has to end. Be sure to download the free resources available on the
website. Sign up for the weekly Faith Fuel and check out the shop for

biblical study guides, devotionals and gifts. 

SIGN UP AND GET
YOUR FREEBIES

GIRLFRIENDS IN THE WORD™
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http://www.nataliadrumm.com/


THANK
YOU!

NATAL I ADRUMM .COM

I so appreciate that you have a desire to learn and study God’s Word in a rich
way. Learning the Story of Scripture is a great start. 

Thank you for sharing your time and engaging with this resource. It is my
mission to encourage you to grow in your faith and equip your study of God’s

Word with useable and valuable resources. 
For more resources be sure to check out the website, sign up for free study

guides, devotionals and more. 
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